THE BIG ISSUE
1) In what way is this Big Issue cover different from
conventional glossy magazines? Analyze the
codes and conventions.
2) Comment on the representations of politicians
(Trump and Putin.), power, privilege, climate
change, nuclear disaster etc
3) How does this cover reflect the Big Issue’s core
purpose and values?
4) Discuss aspects of intertextuality (see the 50s
disaster movie poster below). How does this aspect
add to the product’s gratifications?

What does this word mean? Find a
synonym.
Use it in a sentence e.g. with the word
‘values’ ‘aims’. ‘brand’
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Correct the mistake in each sentence – (Answers are on Slide 6)
1. The Big Issue was founded in 1890.
2. Its founders were John Bird and Anita Roddick.
3. The charity aims to support and raise awareness about the environment.
4. Its slogan is ‘ A hand out, not a hand up’.
5. Magazine vendors buy each copy for 10p and sell it for £2.50.
6. Its target demographic is mainstreamers.
7. It is written by amateurs.
8. Advertising is mainly funded by large fashion companies.
________________
B
1. The front cover obeys the conventions of glossy magazines.
2. The black border round the masthead connotes optimism.
3. The word issue means ‘topic’ and also ‘pub’.
4. Lightning storms have connotations of hope.
5. The representation of Trump with a large head implies that he is modest.
6. The main image places the earth in the background.
7. The image suggests that this magazine is about animal welfare.
8. The cover has clear intertextual references to romantic fiction.
9. President Putin is shown in a realistic way.
10.The cover seems to deconstruct conventional music videos, drawing attention to the artificial processes of
2
media creation and representation.

AUDIENCE CATEGORIES - a reminder
Modern Audiences are fragmented. This makes them hard to reach
for advertisers and media producers. Some commentators such as
Clay Shirky suggest that traditional audiences are dead as everyone
is a producer as well as a consumer - (blogs, vlogs, tweets etc). Alvin
Toffler: said that in future we would all be ‘prosumers’ (consumerproducers). Axel Bruns coined a similar term to describe modern
audiences: ‘produser’(=user-producer)
Audiences can be defined in terms of GEARS – gender, ethnicity, age,
region, socio-economic group
In media studies we talk about: effects debates/models – the effect
of media on audiences & reception debates/ models- the way
audiences receive media messages
Also relevant: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, Hypodermic Needle
Theory HNT. & Blumler & Katz’s Uses and Gratifications Theory UGT
Young & Rubicam’s 4Cs model (Y&R 4Cs) is a useful way of

Advertising &
advertising
revenue

Audience

media
product
e.g. mag, TV
prog, film,
social media
platform

Mainstream commercial media
products aim to draw in
audiences for advertisers.
A more traditional sociological model is
ABC1 C2 D1 D2 E. see

https://neofalcon.wordpress.com/2010/11/13/the
-socio-economic-statusthe-abc-scaletheclassification-of-employment/
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audience categories recap
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Modern audiences are f?
? Shirky
traditional audiences are ? as everyone is a ? as well as a ? Alvin Toffler: ?
Axel ? : ‘produser’
GEARS
……. debates/models = the effect of media on audiences
………. debates/ models=
?’s Hierarchy of Needs,
HNT.
UGT
? & Rubicam’s Y&R 4Cs model
MARS
ABC1 C2 D1 D2 E.
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Big Issue mini essay questions:
1) Go back to the questions on slide 1 – see if you can improve on your original
answers
2) Discuss how this Big Issue cover takes ‘a different view’. You could include
ideas about climate change, nuclear war, social inequality, fake news, poverty,
privilege, hegemony. Mention how the style is different from most other glossy
magazine covers. Comment on representations of politicians. How does this cover
fit the brand image and purpose of the magazine?
3) How does this cover reflect the Big Issue’s core purpose and values? Analyze
the codes and conventions, commenting on areas such as representation of
politicians and power.
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Big Issue Answers (see slide 2)
A
1) Founded 1991
2) Gordon Roddick
3) Homelessness
4) Hand up not a hand out
5) Vendors Buy it for 1.25 sell for 2.50
6) Target demographic = ‘Reformers’
(idealists who want to change society and
end injustice and poverty)
7) Written by a mix of people. More & more
professional – journalists, writers, actors
and comics
8) Advertising is generakly smaller social
enterprise & charity type organisationsFair Trade, Greenpeace+ arts orgs, animal
rights etc

B
1 subverts the conventions
2 pessimism, mortality
3 issue means ‘topic’ and also a publication
or copy of a mag/newspaper
4 lightning = impending doom, tragedy
5 arrogant
6 earth is in the foreground
7 environmental matters
8 old sci-fi comics & disaster movies
9 unrealistic – flying on a bird
10 it seems to deconstruct conventional
magazine covers
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OTHER
RESOURCES

Detailed Big Issue cover analysis – see this Slideshare:
https://www.slideshare.net/jude.holmes/slideshareanalysing-big-issue-front-covers-egs

HERE’S AN OFFICIAL MARKET RESEARCH REPORT –
SLIDES 9 -13 (BRAND IDENTITIY) ARE PARTICULARLY
INTERESTING
https://www.slideshare.net/TabataSch/the-big-issuemagazine-final-report
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